
COMPREHENSIVE TESTS 

 

ADVANCED GRAMMAR TEST 3 

 

1. William ___his trip carefully. 

a.planning    b.had been planning 

c.he plans    d.has a plan for 

 

2. William ___ driving safely before the accident. 

 a.hadn’t been b.always  c.he was           d.wasn’t he 

 

3. We ___ for only a few minutes before you came. 

a.will wait    b.have been waiting 

c.have to wait   d.had been waiting 

 

4. Sam hasn’t been working, ___? 

a.has he been  b.hasn’t he been c.has he d.hasn’t he 

 

5. You didn’t lose your watch, ___? 

a.did you   b.it’s lost  c.didn’t you d.either 

 

6.Jennifer and Richard weren’t angry, ___? 

a.have they been   b.have they 

c.did they    d.were they 

 

1. Tomorrow I’ll go to the library ____. 

a.and study   b.for studying 

c.and studying   d.reading 

 

2. Helen likes singing and ___. 

a.to dance   b.a dance  c.dance d.dancing 

 

3. The fish moved ___ and silently through the water. 

a.swimming  b.fast   c.to swim d.quickly 

 

 

4. The discovery was made after a ___ search. 

a.two years  b.five days  c.two-year d.three weeks’ 

 

5. Helen  is taking a ___ vacation. 

a.ten-day   b.five days  c.six-weeks’ d.three week’s 

 

6. Every year, a ___ automobile race is held in Canada. 

a.five hundred miles  b.five hundred-mile 

c.five-hundred mile  d.five hundred-mile’s 

 

7. “The four of us” is one of many pictures ___ by Marie Artnic. 

a.painted    b.was painted  

c.it was painted   d.when it was painted 

 



14. Anyone ___ a guaranteed product can return it. 

a.has broken   b.not satisfied with 

c.not satisfied    d.damaged 

 

15. Martha introduced me to the new worker ___ last week. 

a.who is working   b.hiring 

c.hired    d.work 

 

 

Read the paragraph – Then choose the best answer. 

 

Surveys are frequently taken to estimate the population of an area. There are many 

methods of estimating population, one of which is the sampling method. Sampling 

begins by dividing an area into a number of small, equal parts. 

 The population of several parts is counted, and an average number for a single part 

is determined. This average number is then multiplied by the total number of parts. 

This gives an estimate of the size of the entire population. 

 

16. The sampling method is used to obtain the ___ population of an area. 

a.exact   b.total   c.estimated  d.divided 

 

17. There ___ to estimate population. 

a.is one way    b.are two ways 

c.are many ways    d.are billions of ways 

 

18. The sampling method ___ counting each individual member of a population. 

a.is more accurative than   b.is faster than 

c.requires     d.is determined by 

 

19. The total number of parts means the ___ number. 

a.divided   b.is faster than  c.complete  d.multiplied 

 

20. Equal parts are parts that ___. 

a.are small     b.are smaller than big parts 

c.have the same size   d.have average numbers 

 

 

21. A method is ___. 

a.a way of doing something  b.an important skill 

c.a useful tool    d.a way of learning 

 

22. The first part of the sampling method is ___. 

a.to determinate the total population  b. to divide the whole into equal 

parts   

c.to estimate the population of the average part d.to divide and multiply the average  

 

23. The population of ___ counted. 

a.several parts is    b.the average part is  

c.the total number of parts  d.all the equal parts 

 



24. The topic of the paragraph is ___. 

a.the many ways in which populations are estimated 

b.that surveys are frequently taken 

c.the sampling method 

d.population 

 


